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DISCRETE CHOICE
❖ Data of the form          where “alternative     is chosen from the set    ” and     

is a subset of    , the universe of     alternatives

❖ Discrete choice settings are ubiquitous



ESSENTIAL IN MACHINE LEARNING

Recommender Systems

Inverse reinforcement learning

Virtual Assistants

Search Engine Ranking



INDEPENDENCE OF IRRELEVANT ALTERNATIVES (IIA)

❖ Fully determines the workhorse Multinomial Logit (MNL) Model

❖ Cannot account for behavioral economics “anomalies” all over the place

▪ Compromise Effect

▪ Search Engine Ads (Ieong-Mishra-Sheffet ’12, Yin et al. ’14)

▪ Google Web Browsing Choices (Benson-Kumar-Tomkins ’16)

❖ Explosion of new online choice domains
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Compromise Effect

IIA MNL or “Softmax”

Can we test IIA?



BUT FIRST, WHY HYPOTHESIS TESTING?

❖ Hypothesis tests provide an objective measure of inference (Johari et al, 
2015)

▪ Interpretable: rejecting at level 𝛼 gives precise false positive control

▪ Transparent: can apply personal tolerance of error to a p-value

❖ Starting point for understanding theoretical behavior of statistical problems

▪ e.g. High dimensional models

▪ A clean, precise framework

❖ Recent results in discrete distributions 

▪ Property tests require far fewer samples than estimates (Acharya et al, 2015; Valiant and 
Valiant, 2017)



TESTING IIA: AN AGE OLD PROBLEM

“an idea of the sample sizes 
needed for the two 
alternative case” – Luce

1959

“a series of diagnostic tests 
for the property are 
developed” – McFadden et 
al.

1977

“two sets of computationally 
convenient specification tests” 
– Hausman and McFadden

1984

“a modified [test]… to 
eliminate the asymptotic 
bias… yet avoids 
computational problems” –
Small and Hsiao

1985

“…majority of tests based 
upon partitioning the choice 
set appear to have very 
poor size properties…” – Fry 
and Harris

1996

“tests of the IIA assumption… 
based on estimation of a 
choice set are unsatisfactory 
for applied work” – Cheng 
and Long

2007

“a battery of statistical tests 
that quantify IIA violations” –
Benson et al.

2016
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ANNA KARENINA 
PRINCIPLE

❖A few ways to be “rational”, many ways to be “irrational”

❖The MNL model has a low dimensional representation

❖A model of arbitrary choice can behave arbitrarily on any single 
subset of alternatives

❖A combinatorial number of ways to deviate from IIA



APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM

❖ Classical Asymptotics (Prior work)
▪ “Fixed cells” assumptions: 𝑁 → ∞ while 𝑑 remains fixed

▪ Likelihood Ratio Tests, 𝜒2 Tests are optimal in the minimax sense

▪ But in practice, 𝑵 is small

❖ High Dimensional Asymptotics
▪ Both 𝑁 and 𝑑 → ∞, use relative rate to get problem complexity

▪ Unclear how to preserve comparison structure for this problem

❖ Finite Sample Analysis (Our work)
▪ Many recent developments: (Acharya et al, 2015; Valiant and Valiant, 2017; Wei and Wainwright 2016)

▪ The good: Comparison structure does not disappear + guidance on large 𝑁 + ‘special dimension 
dependence’

▪ The bad: lower bound is hard, achievable upper bound is unknown



WHAT IS THE RELEVANT DIMENSION?

Independence

❖ Let 𝑋 and 𝑌 be two discrete random variables with 𝑚 and 𝑛 states respectively.

❖ Model a joint distribution:

Although the null model has 

only 𝑚 + 𝑛 − 2 parameters, 

the full space of alternatives 

has 𝑚𝑛 − 1 parameters



WHAT IS THE RELEVANT DIMENSION?

Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives

❖ Model a “choice system”:

Although the null model has 

only 𝑚 + 𝑛 − 2 parameters, 

the full space of alternatives 

has d = σ𝐶 𝐶 parameters



PRESENT WORK: DEFINING THE PROBLEM



TESTING PROBLEM: SEPARATION

❖ Might be tempted to write:

❖ But tests cannot be analyzed without a notion of separation

❖ Indifference zone between null and alternative, beyond which false acceptance a serious error

❖ Separation makes division of IIA vs non-IIA sharp

❖ Why TV?

❖ Interpretable: all events are 𝛿 apart

❖ Many other measure of separation

❖ Actual testing problem:



SEPARATION

“Inside the yolk, or outside the egg”



COMPARISON INCIDENCE GRAPH
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A reoccurring example:



TESTING PROBLEM: RISK



MAIN RESULT



CONSEQUENCES (HIGH LEVEL)



CONSEQUENCES (HIGH LEVEL)



THE DETAILS



REDUCING THE PROBLEM



CONSTRUCTING PERTURBATIONS
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❖ Are there any such   ? How do we construct them?
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AN ILLUSTRATION:
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AN ILLUSTRATION:



PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER



EXPERIMENTAL INTUITIONS

❖ The bound, as a function of the cycle decomposition, is revealing for 
experimental design

❖ Tradeoff: want to broaden scope of test, but more sets means the minimum 
error of any tester goes up; either due to bigger 𝑑 or due to changes in 
𝛼 𝜎 and 𝜇 𝜎 above a threshold

❖ Goal: maximize coverage of choice sets given a fixed number of samples 
and a risk threshold

❖ With this in mind,



REVISITING THE CONSEQUENCES



REVISITING THE CONSEQUENCES



A SPECIAL CASE



MODEL BASED TESTS



CONCLUSIONS

❖ First formal results on the complexity of testing IIA, resolving an decades-old 
question

❖ We are left to wonder: exactly when has IIA been rejected with veracity?

▪ Lays the groundwork for a rigorous rethinking of the IIA testing problem

❖ Relationships between the comparison structure and testing complexity open 
several new directions for experimental design

▪ Exciting Future Direction: An optimal procedure

❖ Simultaneously brings both:

▪ Machine Learning rigor to Econometrics models (finite sample minimax rates)

▪ Econometrics models (IIA composite nulls) into Machine Learning research



EXTRA SLIDES



PRESENT WORK: DEFINING THE PROBLEM



MAIN RESULT: REFRAMING FOR LEVEL-𝛼 TESTS



BOUNDING SEPARATION

❖ We have perturbations in terms of 𝜖, but for what 𝜖 does                   ? 



LECAM’S METHOD: A LOWER BOUND

❖ We have reduced the problem into a binary hypothesis test:



BOUNDING TV

❖ All that remains is bounding the TV in a useful manner


